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Executive Summary 
Development of carcase optimisation tools that can be used by industry to identify opportunities 
to add further value to carcase inventories is a point of focus for ALMTech. The current effort 
has resulted in the development of a Lamb Carcase Optimisation Tool that has the capability 
to quantify opportunities to better allocate ‘the right carcase to the right cut’. However, the 
complexity of the current tool is providing challenging to incorporate into the day-to-day 
management of a functioning lamb supply chain. Consequently, an alternate approach has 
been identified in collaboration with Gundagai Meat Processors that is targeted towards 
allocating carcases in the inventory to pre-set boning (cut) plans. 

This “Tactical” optimisation model has been modelled mathematically, and its initial evaluation 
is presented in this report. Additional evaluation of the model is planned in 2021, and if 
successful it will likely result in an actionable tool for the rapid adoption by lamb supply chains. 
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1 Problem Statement 
One of the major tasks of a boning room manager is to decide the daily cutting plan based 
on the carcass availability, the customer’s demands, and the operational constraints. Then 
a running sheet will be created to show how to set and manage the cutting process. 

An example of the running sheet is shown in Fig. 1. In the example, there will be 2000 
carcases to be processed in the boning room. In the FQ region, the boning room manager 
choose to produce “Sq Cut Shldr 10mm Fat Cap, St. Cut (4Rib)” using the first 1000 
carcases. Then production line is changed to produce “Best End Shldr Chops 6mm Fat 
Cap”, “Neck off Cut, St. Cut”, and “Round Bone Piece BO, 6mm Fat Cap” using 1000 
carcases. At last, the production line is changed again to produce “Boneless Shldr 6mm 
fat cap, chuck roll out” and “Chuck roll” using the last 1000 carcases. Similarly, in the HQ 
and Loin region, the production line is changed after processing 2000 carcases. We define 
the cutting pattern as the set of the cut types that a carcase is thoroughly processed. In 
the example, there are 3 different cutting patterns, and 1000, 1000, and 1000 carcases are 
processed according to these patterns respectively. 

 

 

Figure 1: An example of running sheet. 

Different from the “Strategic” optimisation problem [1], in the “Tactical” optimisation model, 
we assume the boning room manager has already created the daily running sheet. 
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However, we have multiple types of carcases which have different weights and fat scores, 
and the profit gain from processing a carcase varies from one cutting pattern to another. 
Therefore the objective of the Tactical model is to maximize the overall profit by optimizing 
the order of the carcases to be processed. 

 

2 Mathematical Model 
2.1 Assumptions 

1. Each carcase has an associated weight and lean meat yield (LMY) or fat score 
measurement. Given a lamb carcases population, the carcases are grouped into 
discrete classes based on the weight and lean meat yield score. We assume that all 
carcases within a carcase class are treated equally. 

2. Here we ignore the cut tree constraints, as we assume that the cutting patterns 
created by the boning room manager has already considered that. 

3. We assume that the constraints on product quantities is already considered in the 
generated running sheet, which shows in the different cutting patterns. 

4. We assume all the available lamb will be processed thoroughly. 

5. We assume that the labour allocation would be fixed when the running sheet is 
generated. 

 

2.2 Indexing 
The following notation is used to refer to carcase types, cut types (products) and markets: 
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2.3 Input parameters 

 

2.4 Allocation variables and constraints 

 

 

2.5 Income 

The income from the cuts produced by process a carcase from carcase type i in cutting 
pattern k is: 

 

 

2.6 Cost 
In this model, we investigate the boning room management from an operational point of 
view. We assume that all the available lamb will be processed without any carcase left. It 
means the purchase cost and slaughter costs are fixed in this model. Furthermore, when 
the running sheet is created by the boning manager, the labour allocation and machine 
setting up is also fixed. Then labour/machinery (or boning/packaging) costs are also fixed 
in this model. Therefore, in the Tactical model all costs are fixed, which could be ignored 
from the optimisation process. 
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2.7 Constraints 
In the Tactical model we consider two type of constraints; 

 

The cut tree constraints and cut type constraints should be considered by the boning room 
manager before the running sheet decided. 

 

2.8 Statement of optimisation problem 
Our optimisation problem can be stated as; 

 
Note that both the objective function and the constraints are linear, therefore the Tactical 
model can be classed as an integer linear program. 

 

3 Case study 
We study the case with the running sheet in Fig. 2. The weights data are from the DEXA 
LVC, which is the same as the data used in “carcase gmp dexa” APP. The carcase 
population in the simulation has 3000 carcases, with weights from 13kg to 39kg, and lean 
meant yield from 49% to 65%. It is also the same as the default population in “carcase gmp 
dexa” APP. 

When we ran the optimisation tool, the optimized profit was $770618.57, or $256.87 per 
carcase. For comparison, we also run the random allocation 200 times. The distribution of 
the profit from random allocation is shown below: 
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Figure 2: The distribution of the profit from random allocation. 

 

The full result is listed in the following table. we can see that the optimized profit was 
improved 10.80% compare to the mean profit of the random allocation. 

 

Table 3: Simulation result 

Optimized profit $ 770,618.57 
Mean profit of the random allocation $ 695,475.70 
Max profit of the random allocation $ 714,876.96 
Min profit of the random allocation $ 679,358.28 
Improvement to Mean 10.80% 

 

 

4 Conclusion 
The Tactical model reviews the optimisation problem in the boning room management from 
an optional point of view. It does not break the existing boning room management 
procedure, or change the running sheet created by the boning room manager. It increased 
the boning room profit by adjusting the processing sequence of the carcases, which is very 
easy to implement. It could be a good starting point for the real world operational 
improvement for our industrial partners. 
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